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Summary
In order to ensure the quality of tracheostomy care, nurses should have good knowledge and practical skills based on evidence-based practice. This study aims to analyse pediatric nurses’ knowledge and skills in evidence-based technique of secretion suctioning from tracheostomy tube. The study was conducted in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit and three pediatric units. Questionnaire and Protocol for observation of practical skills were created. Sixty-nine nurses were questioned and thirty-two procedures of secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube observed. Nearly a fifth of the respondents (23.2%) indicated that it was usual to perform the secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube every few hours, during observations nurses performed secretion suctioning if at least one of the clinical criteria for the need of secretion suctioning was met. Nearly a fifth of the respondents (23.2%) indicated that it was usual to perform the secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube every few hours, during observations nurses performed secretion suctioning if at least one of the clinical criteria for the need of secretion suctioning was met. In practice, the pressure during procedure was set at 50-120 mmHg in the majority of procedures (95.5%), even though more than a half of the respondents (53.6%) indicated they performed secretion suctioning using the pressure higher than 150 mmHg or the highest pressure available in the pump.

In practice, pediatric nurses providing tracheostomy care correctly applied their knowledge on the need for secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube. About a third of pediatric nurses did not follow the recommended steps of secretion suctioning procedure; in some cases the recommended suctioning pressure was not applied.

In order to ensure patient’s safety and qualified tracheostomy care we have to rely on evidence–based nursing. Nurses not always know and use evidence-based tracheostomy care recommendations. This study revealed problematic aspects in tracheostomy care and proved that standardized tracheostomy care protocols have to be implemented, tracheostomy care study program for nurses based on evidence–based practice must be prepared, and tracheostomy teams in the hospitals have to be established.

Introduction
Tracheostomy is performed on patients in order to maintain a patent airway and if prolonged mechanical ventilation is necessary [1]. Most frequently, tracheostomy is performed when patients are in need of prolonged artificial lung ventilation, in order to keep the airway open or avoid aspiration in case of patients with traumatic brain injuries or neurological damage [2, 3]. Patients with tracheostomy tubes can be in all nursing units, not only in critical care departments [4]. When nursing such patients, nurses are expected to have adequate knowledge and skills in order to ensure safe and effective healthcare services [5, 6]. Paul F. (2010) maintains that non-ICU nurses may experience anxiety or stress when they have to take care of patients with tracheostomy transferred from the ICU [6]. Patient outcomes improvement and health costs reduction can be achieved by informed, educated, skilled nurses, using evidence-based practice [7].

Nurses have to perform vacuum based secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube for patients with tracheostomy tubes. This procedure is an effective method to ensure patency of the airway [3, 8, 9]. Even the small amounts of accumulated secretions can affect respiratory function of children. Secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube is a high-risk procedure [5], even more risk is for severely ill
children [10]. However, there is insufficient scientific evidence-based advice to children on the secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube [7, 10], many aspects of secretion suctioning are based on the recommendations of adult patient secretion suctioning. Tracheostomy care management and techniques of secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube are associated with complications [5, 11], and may contribute to patient safety, recovery prospects, treatment duration and costs [11]. Research done in Denmark [12], Holland [13] reported the lack of guidelines for nursing of patients with tracheostomy tubes transferred from the ICU to other units. In order to ensure and improve the quality of tracheostomy care services, nurses should have good knowledge and practical skills based on current research [14, 15]. Nurses are expected to be competent enough to decide if there is a clinical need for secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube [7].

Studies conducted in other countries demonstrate that in providing tracheostomy care for adult patients nurses are not always following evidence based practice [16-20]. Day et al (2009) maintain that it is not sufficient simply to evaluate nurses’ theoretical knowledge as it may poorly reflect practical skills [19]. For this reason, this study was designed to explore nurses’ knowledge on tracheostomy care for children and to find out whether nurses applied this knowledge in clinical practice.

This study aims to analyse pediatric nurses’ knowledge and skills in evidence-based technique of secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube.

**Methods**

The study was conducted in 2013 at the University Hospital PICU and three pediatric units receiving patients with tracheostomy from the PICU. All 71 nurses working at these units were invited to take part in the study. The study was carried out in the following stages: A questionnaire survey of nurses; Training for nurses; a non-participant structured observation of practical nurses’ skills during secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube.

After completing the anonymous questionnaire survey the following training took place: a lecture that lasted for two academic hours and a seminar – “Evidence-based tracheostomy care”. Afterwards active discussions with nurses were held.

Seventy one questionnaires were distributed to nurses who agreed to take part in the questionnaire survey, 69 qu-
This study aimed to explore what symptoms pediatric nurses took into consideration to assess the patient’s need for secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube. All nurses (100%) indicated they suctioned secretion if the patient’s $\text{SpO}_2$ decreased and about a fifth of respondents (18.8%) considered the decreased heart rate (HR) as an indication for secretion suctioning. The majority of respondents stated they suctioned secretion if the patient had a cough (89.9%), if there were visible secretion in a tracheostomy tube (87.0%).

During observation of practical nurses’ actions, it was found that before secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube secretion were visible in a tracheostomy tube (79.4%), the majority of patients (85.3%) had a cough, the decrease in $\text{SpO}_2$ was present only in a fifth of patients (20.6%). No decrease in the HR was observed.

Although nearly a fifth of the questionnaire survey respondents (52.2%) - indicated that it was usual to perform the procedure every few hours even in the absence of any symptoms, in practice, however, pediatric nurses performed secretion suctioning if at least one of the clinical criteria for the need of secretion suctioning procedure was met (Fig. 1).

The decrease in $\text{SpO}_2$ was significantly more frequently observed in pediatric units (41.7%) than in the PICU (9.1%) ($\chi^2=5.040$; df=1; $p=0.025$), while coughing was observed in nearly all cases (95.5%) at the PICU and in more than a half of procedures (66.7%) observed in pediatric units ($\chi^2=5.130$; df=1; $p=0.024$). Visible secretion in the tracheostomy tube were observed for all patients (100%) in pediatric units, while this symptom occurred significantly less frequently in the PICU (68.2%) ($\chi^2=4.808$; df=1; $p=0.028$).

Data of the questionnaire survey revealed a statistically significant difference between groups ($\chi^2=66.000$; df=3; $p<0.001$) in the selection of suction pressure for secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube: more than a half of nurses working at the PICU (65.2%) said they used the pressure of 100-120 mmHg, about a third (34.8%) of nurses used the pressure of 50-100 mmHg, while about a half of nurses (53.6%) working in pediatric units indicated they used the highest pressure available in the pump or set the pressure according to the child’s age (46.5%).

During practical observation in the PICU, it was found that the average suction pressure was 107.7 mmHg, the lowest pressure – 100 mmHg, the highest pressure – 120 mmHg. In pediatric units the average suction pressure was 137.84, the lowest pressure – 75 mmHg, the highest pressure – 301 mmHg. A statistically significant difference ($\chi^2=31.850$; df=1; $p<0.001$) was found as a result of comparison between the pressure for secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube indicated by pediatric nurses in the questionnaire survey and the actual suction pressure used.

Results
In the questionnaire survey the majority of pediatric nurses (72.2%) indicated that they would start secretion suctioning from the child’s mouth and nose, however, in practice this order (the mouth, nose, tracheostomy tube) was registered only in about half (53.3%) of observed cases ($\chi^2=3.401$; df=1; $p=0.005$).
in practice. In clinical practice, the pressure during secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube was set at 50-120 mmHg in the majority of procedures (95.5%), even though more than a half of the questionnaire survey respondents (53.6%) indicated they performed secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube using the pressure higher than 120 mmHg or the highest pressure available in the pump (Fig. 2).

The majority of respondents believed that the duration of secretion suctioning should be 5-15 seconds, however, compared to the PICU nurses (13.0%) a significantly larger percentage of nurses working at pediatric units (45.7%) indicated that they continued secretions suctioning until it was fully removed ($\chi^2=9.531; df=2; p=0.008$).

During practical observation of nurses’ actions in the PICU it was found that the average duration of suction was 8 seconds, the shortest duration – 1 second, the longest duration – 15 seconds. In pediatric units the average duration of secretion suctioning was 10 seconds, the shortest duration – 7 seconds, the longest duration – 15 seconds. In all observed suctioning procedures (100%) the duration of suction was up to 15 seconds, although a third of the questionnaire survey respondents (34.4%) stated that secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube took longer than 15 seconds or until secretions were fully removed ($\chi^2=15.419; df=1; p<0.001$) (Fig. 3).

Results of the questionnaire survey revealed that compared to nurses working in pediatric units (86.0%) a significantly smaller percentage of the PICU nurses (26.1%) indicated they always added use normal saline instillation into a tracheostomy tube during the secretion suctioning procedure ($\chi^2=23.492; df=2; p=0.0001$). All PICU nurses (100%) and the majority of nurses working in pediatric units (91.3%) indicated that they use normal saline instillation, if secretion in the tracheostomy tube were thick and viscous, and only a small percentage of nurses working in pediatric units (4.3%) use normal saline if it was difficult to insert a suction catheter into a tracheostomy tube and the suction catheter got stuck to the tracheostomy tube walls ($\chi^2=60.720; df=1; p<0.0001$). Only one PICU nurse (4.3%) and more than a third of nurses working in pediatric units (39.1%) maintained that it was a standard clinical practice to use normal saline instillation into a tracheostomy tube during the secretion suctioning procedure ($\chi^2=9.297; df=1; p<0.002$) (Fig. 4).

Compared to nurses working in pediatric units (37.0), a significantly larger percentage of the PICU nurses (65.2%) indicated that the amount of used normal saline (in milliliters) depended on the child’s age ($\chi^2=8.808; df=3; p=0.032$). During the observed secretions suctioning procedures normal saline was not used at all in the PICU (0%) as well as in most cases in pediatric units (75%) ($\chi^2=6.032; df=1; p<0.014$).

Although more than a half of the questionnaire survey respondents (62.3%) pointed out they would use normal saline during the secretion suctioning procedure, in practice this was done only by a very small percentage of pediatric nurses (8.8%) ($\chi^2=26.373; df=1; p<0.0001$).

Discussion

This study was designed to explore pediatric nurses’ knowledge in evidence based technique of secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube, whether it complied with evidence based recommendations, and how this procedure was performed in clinical practice.

The majority recommendations are for endotracheal suctioning, we did not find any recommendations for suctioning from tracheostomy tube in children.

Results of our observational study on practical pediatric nurses’ skills are very similar to findings of other researchers, who revealed that nurses’ knowledge was not always in line with the current research recommendations and differed from clinical practice [16-18, 20].

Endotracheal suctioning is associated with several potential complications such as bradycardia, arrhythmia, hypoxia, tracheal wall damage, infection and others complications [21], therefore, it is recommended to perform secretion suctioning only when it is necessary [8, 9, 14, 15]. In recommendations suggested by Tume and Copnell (2015) pediatric intensive care nurses should thoroughly evaluate and determine need of tracheal suctioning and take precautionary measures in order to minimize the risk of procedure [10].

The findings of an observational study by Kelleher, Andrews (2008) suggest that prior to endotracheal suctioning nurses failed to auscultate the patient’s chest and frequently performed secretion suctioning based on only one symptom for the need of suctioning [20].

Our study findings demonstrated that in the questionnaire survey nurses pointed out that they routinely performed secretion suctioning every few hours, however, observation results revealed that in practice nurses performed secretion suctioning even if one clinical symptom for the need of secretion suctioning procedure was present. In Lithuania it is still unusual for nurses to auscultate the patient’s chest in order to verify the need for secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube. Scientific researches proved that tracheostomy teams and a tracheostomy hospital service were associated with standardized protocols and provide better tracheostomy care [2]. In our country there is no uniform tracheostomy care standard. Each medical institution has its own adopted and approved procedures or work instructions. Consequently, nurses perform secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube in accordance to working instructions.
approved by a specific institution or its prevalent practice, which is not necessarily in compliance with evidence based recommendations. Research suggests that approved tracheostomy care standards or secretion suctioning protocols may assist in the nurses’ training process or guide inexperienced nurses in clinical practice [7].

Though there is lack of clear recommendations about suctioning pressure for children, Ireton, Joanna (2007) recommends setting suctioning pressure at the lower limits according to child’s age: 80-120mmHg (10-16Kpa) for adolescents, 80-100mmHg (10-13Kpa) for children and 60-80mmHg (8-10Kpa) for neonates [8]. In some situations there is potential for high negative pressures to be generated and staff should be aware of that [10]. A study conducted in Finland (2012) revealed that only in case of slightly more than a tenth (15%) of procedures observed in the ICU the used suction pressure was 80-150 mmHg [19]. According to results of the study carried out in Ireland (2008), suction pressures exceeded the recommended levels and ranged from 230 to 450 mmHg [20]. The results of the survey conducted 2013 in Lithuania showed, that more than half of the nurses (60.1%) would do the suctioning from tracheostomy tube at the pressure that is set in the suction machine and more than a tenth (11.9 %) – at the maximum pressure available in suction machine. Observations in departments were tracheostomized patients are moved from intensive care showed that in majority of the cases (86.9%) pressure greater than 150mmHg was used [22].

Results of our study demonstrate that too high pressure was rarely used for secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube performed on children: during practical observation the average suction pressure was 107.7 mmHg for procedures in the PICU and 137.84 mmHg for procedures in pediatric units. The highest pressure of 301 mmHg was observed only in pediatric units during very few secretion suctioning episodes. Since secretion suctioning pressure is adjusted in accordance to the child’s age [8, 9, 14, 15], it may be presumed that when a new patient is admitted to the unit nurses set the suction pressure required for a particular patient. However, even rare cases of using higher than recommended suction pressure are a cause for concern because the use of excessive suction pressure increases the risk of lung injury or the flow of secretions accumulated above the tube cuff into the trachea [23].

The recommended suctioning time is up to 5 – 15 sec [9, 10, 14, 15]. In Lithuanian study (2013) nurses from ordinary adult and children department were surveyed. Almost half or respondents (46.7 %) stated that one-time catheter insertion and suction should be up to 15 sec. During observation also almost in half of the cases (45.5%) one time catheter insertion and suction lasted up to 15 sec [22]. The study that took place in an adult ICU in England (2002) demonstrated that only a small percentage of nurses performed suctioning during 6-9 seconds [17]. In our study, as well as in the study conducted in Ireland (2008), there were no nurses that performed suctioning for longer than 15 seconds [20].

It is proven, that suctioning from subglottic space lowers the risk of ventilator – associated pneumonia [24]. In order to avoid secretion aspiration to lower respiratory tract routine oropharyngeal suctioning is recommended prior to suctioning from tracheostomy tube [25]. In this study, the majority of nurses indicated they performed secretion suctioning in reversed order: first, secretions are suctioned from a tracheostomy tube, then from the mouth and nose, however, during practical observation these steps were followed only in about a third of secretion suctioning procedures. This is of concern as secretion suctioning performed in this order increases the risk of infection [26].

Routine use of normal saline instillation into a tracheostomy tube during the secretion suctioning procedure is not recommended [8, 10, 14, 15]. This factor may increase the number of complications. In Lithuanian study (2013) most of the nurses (94.9%) from ordinary adult and children departments in the survey stated that they use sterile isotonic solution to tracheostomy tube for suctioning, but observation showed that it was done in significantly less cases (9.3 % comparing with the survey $\chi^2=138,857;ls=1;p<0,001$) [22]. In our study, no nurses were observed to actually use normal saline in practice. Findings of this study revealed problem areas of tracheostomy care for children as a small percentage of pediatric nurses still selected the excessive suction pressure and performed suctioning longer than recommended as well as did not follow the correct order of procedural steps. Therefore, it may be presumed that changes in tracheostomy care management are necessary in order to ensure the patient safety and quality of care. Since there is no approved uniform tracheostomy care standard in Lithuania, pediatric nurses are free to perform the secretion suctioning procedure in a way customary at their workplace and not as recommended by evidence based nursing.

Our study results demonstrate that pediatric nurses’ knowledge was not always applied in practice. We believe that it is advisable for nurses working in pediatric units to participate in training on tracheostomy care and that more attention should be paid to individual training of nurses at the workplace. Precise tracheostomy care guidelines are very important to those health care specialists who are infrequently involved in tracheostomy care. In clinical practice it is recommended to develop standard tracheostomy care guidelines and tracheostomy care charts containing all infor-
mation on the patient and the formed tracheostomy necessary for nurses.

Study strengths and limitations. The main strengths of this study are related to the use of data source triangulation when data of the questionnaire survey and observation of practical nurses' skills were combined and compared.

The main limitations are that the study was confined to one hospital only. Observation of practical skills was direct; it might have created a possibility of the Hawthorne effect, when nurses made more effort to perform the procedure according to recommendations while in every day practice they conducted it differently, i.e. in the usual way.

Conclusion
1. In clinical practice, pediatric nurses providing tracheostomy care correctly applied their knowledge on the need for secretion suctioning from a tracheostomy tube, the use of normal saline, the duration of suctioning.

2. About a third of pediatric nurses did not follow the recommended steps of secretion suctioning procedure; also in some cases the recommended suctioning pressure was not applied.
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Santrauka


Anketinės apklausos metu apie penktadalis respondentų (23,2 proc.) nurodė, kad įprasta procedūrą atlikti kas kelias valandas, tačiau praktikoje slaugytojai sekretą siurbė esant nors vienam sekreto išsiurbimo poreikio požymiui. Klinikinėje praktikoje daugumos (95,5 proc.) procedūrų metu slėgis sekreto išsiurbimo iš tracheostomos vamzdelio metu buvo 50 - 120 mmHg, nors anketinės apklausos metu apie pusę (53,6 proc.) respondentų nurodė, jog siurbė sekretą iš tracheostomos vamzdelio didesniu nei 150 mmHg ar didžiausiu slėgiu, esančiu siurblyje.

Klinikinėje praktikoje atliekant tracheostomos priežiūros vaikų slaugytojai išveskamai taikė turimas vamzdžiui, taičiau praktikoje slaugytojai sekretą įsitraukiais iš valdymo florës, atskirai atvejais netaikė rekomenduojamo siurbimo slėgio. Adresas susirašinėti: alina.vask@gmail.com
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